TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

“Oracle JDeveloper + Oracle Team Productivity Center provides a unified development environment and a rich experience, allowing developers to interact with each other, Project Managers can easily track task progress. ALM becomes more interactive in terms of development decrees.” - José A. Resto, Technology Partners, Inc.

Executive Summary
Technology Partners is a full service IT consulting firm specialized in the delivery of innovative, value-driven software and systems solutions that have enabled organizations to leverage technology for their competitive advantage. In the process of delivering solutions, Technology Partners realized that they needed a more collaborative approach while developing custom applications for their customers and this is where they turned to Oracle’s JDeveloper 11g and OTPC. The combination of JDeveloper and the integrated Team Productivity Center provided for collaboration between developers within the IDE using integrated chat as well as the ability to assign tasks with the task connector provided by OTPC. The task connector allowed for the assigning of tasks with timelines to developers and thus allowed for progress tracking of the development effort.

The Business Issue
Prior to OTPC, Project Managers needed to call for a meeting to every developer weekly, in order to be assured that the vision to develop a particular module were in sync, or to have knowledge of tasks progress.

When a scheduled meeting didn't take place, the misunderstandings began because of continuing back and forward of information through emails or phone. It was easy to have a week without a clear understanding of the team's performance, progress and project executions.

Key Challenges
- Preference towards using one IDE for development, collaboration, and use of in deployment of application to the various application servers available today from Oracle's WebLogic Server, to Websphere, Glassfish, Tomcat, etc.
- Prior to Oracle JDeveloper and OTPC developers were using standard email and stand alone instant messenger to collaborate and now with OTPC, this is all integrated within JDeveloper thus allowing for real-time collaboration within the IDE including management of tasks.
- With CVS/Subversion fully integrated, developers can commit changes to versioning repositories associated to a defined task/

Solution: Oracle JDeveloper 11g / Oracle Team Productivity Center
Oracle JDeveloper 11g along with OTPC has allowed Technology Partners to more effectively collaborate between members of a development team in their application development efforts within the Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) process. Their success is due to the use of instant-messaging capabilities, or chat as a collaboration tool, task connector for assigning and tracking tasks to developers, and
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• MS Windows Server
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• Gmail Chat Server
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Project Scale:
• 2 Project Managers
• 1 Technical Architect
• 6 Developers
• 6 Applications
• Over 10 EJBs
• More than 200 JSPs
• More than 100 Java Classes
• 6 CVS repositories

“Prior to this technology, all these tasks were performed via traditional methods such phone
conference, email and meetings. There were so much time wasted weekly and in many cases the
productivity were not efficient as expected.” - José A. Resto,
Technology Partners, Inc.

in the future integrating Microsoft Project Server with OTPC’s available connector for
MS Project Server which will provide for project planning including defect tracking. In
addition contextual linking of work items through tags and relationships have enhanced the productivity of Technology Partners developers. Context information
about development files can be saved against a work item (task) and restored by the
developer as needed.

In terms of collaboration JDev + OTPC offers an integrated chat interface which
connects -in the case of Technology Partners- to Google Chat (Gtalk), Developers
and Project Managers could easily chat with each other in the same IDE. There is no
need to open different applications with different credentials to have access to task
progress.

Business Value
• Oracle JDeveloper / OTPC provided one source of truth thus allowing the
developers to be more productive through the use of integrated chat and task
management.
• Developers no longer need to send emails around through a separate email
system. Now through the use of Oracle JDeveloper and OTPC they can create
and assign tasks and chat with one another through Gmail Chat Server
integrated through OTPC within Oracle JDeveloper.
• Project Leaders can track task progress by developer without interacting with
them by email or phone, making them more productive and providing more free
time to accomplish other tasks.